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Foreword 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Atomic Energy 
Commission have established a Technology Utilization Program for the rapid 
dissemination of information on technological developments which have potential 
utility outside the aerospace and nuclear communities. By encouraging multiple 
application of the results of their research and development, NASA and AEC earn for 
the public an increased return on the investment in aerospace and nuclear research and 
development programs. 
This publication is part of a series intended to  provide such technical 
information. It presents technological advances of potential use in the petrochemical. 
food processing, pharmaceutical, plastics, electronics and automotive industries 
Other subjects covered include energy absorption, pressure and temperature sealing. 
air conditioning, freeze drying and storage, and basic research and development in the 
area of calibration. 
Additional technical information on individual devices and techniques can be 
requested by circlingthe appropriate number on the Reader's Service Card included in 
this compilation. 
Unless otherwise stated, NASA and AEC contemplate no patent action on the 
technology described. 
We always appreciate comment by readers and welcome hearing about the 
relevance and utility of the information in this compilation. 
Ronald J. Philips, Director 
Technology Utilization Off'ice 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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Section 1. Relief Valves 
TAMPER-PROOF SAFETY RELIEF VALVE: A CONCEPT 
Although still at the conceptual stage, specifica- 
tions indicate this tamper-proof relief valve could 
take over in the event that a basic relief valve failed 
to open. 
The capability of protecting a piping system from 
over-pressure by providing added safety relief 
through constant component operation should be of 
broad interest to the piping industry. Specific appli- 
cations can readily be found in  boiler, hydraulic, 
and chemical processing systems and various 
pneumatic systems. 
Another potential advantage of this valve is that it 
can be manufactured from ferrous or nonferrous 
metals, plastics, synthetics or any combination of 
these materials to adapt to the user's specific ap- 
plication. 
A close look at the subject innovation shows it to 
consist of a secondary spring valve, located inter- 
nally in the main valve (see fig.) and set to relieve 
it at a slightly higher pressure than the latter. In a 
100-psi system, for example, the basic relief valve 
is set to open at a cracking pressure of 110 psi. In 
the event that the basic relief valve will not func- 
tion, (due possibly to over-tightening of the adjust- 
able setting spring), and the system exceeds 125 
psi, the safety relief valve then opens to relieve 
over-pressure. The adjustment of the basic relief 
valve is provided for by removing the seal wire 
and adjusting tension on the main spring; the tam- 
per-proof element of the valve cannot be adjusted 
Tamper-Proof 
Pressure Adjustment 
Plug & Seal 
without major disassembly. Use of Type 3 E 6 stain- 
less steel for the mechanical parts of this tamper- 
proof safety relief valve should reflect a reduction 
in manufacturing cost. 
Source: Peter A. Frankewich of 
Catalgitic-D0.w Co. 
under contract to 
Kennedy Space Center 
(KSC- 10470) 
Circle I on Reader's Service Card. 
QUICKLY ADJUSTED RELIEF VALVES 
The subject disclosure relates to a relief valve 
which can provide protection for tested hardware at 
the maximum rated pressure of the hardware, in 
eight test cells involving 75 different settings. Such 
a valve should find ready use in any industrial pip- 
ing system where maximum pressure is subject to 
frequent change; i.e., where several relief valves 
must be serviced and changed as required to  pro- 
vide over-pressure protection for all system com- 
ponents. 
The solution to the problem entails the use of the 
following hardware: (1) a standard pressure trans- 
ducer with a usable range at  least equal to the de- 
sired pressure setting range; (2) standard elcetron- 
ics to receive the transducer output signal and 
convert it into a usable voltage output at piping 
system pressures above a variable but preselected 
pressure; and (3) an electrical or electromechani- 
cally controlled valve which opens on receipt of  
the electronic output signal. The pressure relief 
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valve (item 5, block diagram) is controlled by a 
potentiometer dial, so that it can be activated to any 
desired setting. This rapidly adjusted relief valve 
can function without verification of each setting, 
1 Line to be Protected from Over Pressure 
2 Pre-SelectedVoltage, Proportional to Desired Relief Pressure 
3 Voltagecomparator & Output Signal Source & Control 
4 Control Device for Item 5 (Solenoid, Solenoid Valve, etc., 
as Applicable.) 
5 Mechanical or Electro-Mechanical Valvefor Pressure Relief 
6 Standard PressureTransducer, Having Usable Range Equal toor 
Exceed~ng Desired Pressure Setting Range. 
except during periodic system calibration. No such 
system currently is manufactured. 
Source: W.S. Ross of 
North American Rockwell Corp. 
under contract to 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MFS- 18046) 
,Qo f~rrtlzrr doc~rt~~rirtatiorr is a a~uilciblr. 
Section 2. Cryogenic Applications 
CRYOGENIC CHECK VALVE:A CONCEPT 
A concept has been evolved for a cryogenic check 
valve which could achieve maximum structural in- 
tegrity, smooth fluid flow, and environmental com- 
patibility. IIncluded among its features would be 
(1) low cracking pressure for opening in the flow di- 
rection; (2) low backflow pressure for sealing in the 
closed position; (3) the ability to withstand high 
vibration loads without permanent damage; and (4) 
a capability of functioning both at extremely high 
--.-- 
and very low (cryogenic fluid) temperatures. The 
way now appears open to produce check valves of 
this design in a wide range of sizes and these should 
prove competitive for future marketing in areas 
such as air-conditioning, food-freezing, freeze- 
drying, and cold storage plants. Further, the poten- 
tial benefits which would result from implementing Balanced Blade 
30° Blade Face the proposed conceptual scheme represent an ad- (At TOD and Bottom 
vance ~ r ,  check valve technology. 
Conventional large check valves that use line 
pressure to open the valve normally employ a slid- 
ing poppet or swing gate to minimize opening pres- 
sure However, such devices function with a heavy 
mass/iow spring rate system susceptible to vibra- 
tion damage. In addition, the gravitational force of 
the heavy poppet valve alters initial cracking pres- 
sure. Another disadvantage of the conventional 
check valve is the relatively low temperature band 
in which it can operate. 
The geometry of the balanced-blade soft-lip-seal 
check valve (see fig.) permits free rotation of the 
blade into or away from the seal over a wide range 
of environmental fluid temperatures. Seal scuffing 
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and wear are eliminated, while the sealing quality 
of the lip seal improves as backflow pressure is 
increased. 
The location of the blade's turning axis in the 
flow stream permits an adequate unbalanced pres- 
sure force for extreme low pressure cracking (0.15 
psig) to open the valve, and low back pressure for 
sealing. A counterbalance also is provided along 
the axis passing through the blade's centroid and 
turning axis. Thus, mass turning movements are 
balanced to zero. Forces caused by valve orienta- 
tion that would normally rotate the blade a m  change 
minimum cracking pressure are excluded. Special 
tooling is required to machine the piastrc seal and 
blade, but the cost is not prohibitive. 
Source: R.F. O~lrnore of 
Ghrysler Corp 
under contract to 
Marshall Space Fi~gdnt Center 
(MFS-13044) 
CRYOGENIC VALVE DRYING PROCEDURE 
Valve Temperature. " F  Circle 2 on Reader's Service Card 
A vacuum process for drying valves used in the plants. This process, which meets a long stand:ng 
transfer of cryogenics has potential application in requirement, ensures the removal of cell nloisture 
a number of industries, particularly in freezing from critical areas in control valves srakgected to 
FLOWMETER BYPAS$ VALVE 
A bypass valve has been devised which offers Commercial application of this idea should prove 
substantial benefits when installed in a turbine flow- valuable in the area of piping components and eech- 
meter system with a range from 4 to 70 gallons a niques, or cryogenic technology, all of which have 
minute. When the valve is actuated following com- wide industrial use. Weight is considerably reduced, 
plete system cooldown, the indicated flow rate im- while reliability and accuracy of the flowmeter are 
mediately drops from 70 to 10 gallons per minute. safeguarded since design limitations 'ire raot rn- 
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- cryogenic fluids. In the past, rnois t~re  control has 
been accomplished by heating-a method both 
costly and inadequate, since the time n-equircd for 
- drying a given component at a specific tempera- 
Vapor Pressure Curve ture is difficult to judge. Further, there 1s no cer- 
tainty that all traces of moisture have been ie- 
- moved from hidden traps. 
In the new process, when a valve rs exposed to 
low temperature flow, the resultant moisture or 
- condensation is removed by a vacuum operating 
below the vapor pressure of the accumulated water 
The figure shows ball valve dry~ng  procedure In 
- Actual Test P o ~ n t  terms of absolute p;essure against valve tempera- 
l lowable Reg~on for 
Bal lvalve Drylng ture in degrees F. 
Source G Marirss af 
- North American Rockmeil Corp 
under centlect to 
Marshall Space Fl~ght  Center 
I I I I I I (MFS-14097) 
20 40 60 80 100 120 
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voived 3 he time required to load propellants is 
Jecre,isea, and cryogenic liquid can be admitted 
to :ke sj\tem '11 the normal fiil  rate, thus shorten- 
i i-g thz c,eoicuuwn phase. Several factors contribute 
lo c *> i t  rediict on: ihe discarding of numerous 
valves or one large multiposition valve; the 
reduction of loss by removing much of the mass 
and so decreasing heat leak and cooldown time; 
and the elimination of damage to delicate bear- 
ings, thus saving material replacement and labor 
costs. 
To adequately safeguard a flowmeter would re- 
quire several valves with elaborate plumbing or an 
expensive multiposition valve, either of which would 
be heavy and bulky. A survey of several flowmeter 
companies indicates that the new device is unique 
in its field. Since weight, reliability, time, and 
cost are prime factors in space vehicles, a small, 
inexpensive bypass valve would allow high-velocity 
gas to flow around the meter and then, once the 
system was cooled, would permit liquid flow 
through the meter. The subject valve was designed 
and met its requirements. 
Source: Douglas T. Covington of 
Martin-Marietta Corp. 
under contract to 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
(M FS- 12844) 
Circle 3 on Reader's Service Card. 
Section 3. Valves for Extreme Conditions 
LEAK-TIGHT SHUTOFF VALVE FOR HIGH PRESSURE SYSTEMS 
5 {JI il 
If--\ 
Drain Sbu t - ' S~ i  
(Closed During Flu!ciTran 
L y u r e  1. Twovalves in  a Series(0ld Method) Figure2. Singlevalve Modifiedwith Drain Line (NewMethod) 
A new and simple ball valve has been evolved (such as during transfer of cryogenic fluids), the 
which ss suitable for use in high pressure systems contraction resulting from extreme cold caused 
or where temperature extremes are encountered. leakage past the seals. The old method of solving 
Prcvious methods of ensuring leakproof opera- the problem (Fig. 1) was to install identical valves 
cisn of double-seal ball-type shutoff valves involved in series, separated by a short length of tubing 
drawbacks and complications. At low temperatures which acted as a residual drain line. 
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The same result is now obtained more simply Source: H.C Brirtlen of 
(Fig. 2) using only one valve with minor modifica- General Dyn'zrn,cs Coa p 
tion. A residual drain line is fitted to a hole in the under contract eo 
valve housing below the ball shutoff and between Lewis Research Certer 
the two seals. Any leakage beyond the first seal is (LE\W-40396) 
bled off through the drain line. Leakage can occur 
past a shutoff valve under a variety of extreme 
conditions affecting the seal. This method effec- No Jurtflsr doc~~,~lp,ltatio,l ir a var/nb/r 
hively relieves the ball valve of these stresses. 
ABRASION- AND RADIATION-RESISTANT 
DISCHARGE VALVE 
A new type of valve has been developed to with- 
stand intense radiation and high abrasion, together 
Ni eke, ,,A,, - 
with the heat transfer rates encountered in reactor 
application. 
Essentially, the device consists of a discharge 
valve with a straight-through port (to permit oc- 
casional rodding of a caked bed). The valve has a 
replaceable Teflon seal which offers natural lu- 
bricity. There is only one moving part, designed for 
remote assembly or disassembly. 
The body of the valve (see fig.) has a conical re- 
cess and a mating conical plug. A Teflon insert is 
located between these two sections and can be re- 
placed before each new closure of the valve. This 
helps minimize the damaging effects of abrasion as 
well as those of the radiation and elemental fluo- 
rine encountered in the original applicarion. Screw 
threads at the apexes of the cones drive the peg in- 
to the seat for valve closure. When opened, these 
threads produce a clearance which minimizes 
scoring of the valve seat by alumina. 
The cylindrical sections at the bases of the cones 
provide an auxiliary seal during discharge. The 
breacb-lock cutaway allows rapid assembly and 
disassembly with a single manipulator. To prevent 
3 /20  D x1/4 S?rilalEl'uhe 
Thd Rel~evcd to 
Prov~de Bre lcb 
Lock A C P I G ~  
independent rotation of the seal, a tube is ancerted 
into the plug from which it protrudes The i ~ b c  
drives the Teflon seal with the plug. S~race abraslve 
wear in valves is a common industrnal problem, 
the remotely replaceable seal offers cnsr sa\lngs 
and reduction in maintenance. 
Source: W.L Got twaid 
Argonne Natlo~adk Lab 
(ARG-~0219) 
Circle 4 on Reader's Service Card 
CERAM163-COATED, HIGH TEMPERATURE GATE VALVE 
A new gate valve (see fig.) has been designed to sliding contact in high-temperature environments. 
prevent binding (or welding) between the gate and This improved valve should find many new uscs  pi 
base surfaces while these are exposed to a very connection with industrial machinery, since rt of- 
rapid sliding action of about five milliseconds in fers an important advantage over conventionzi gate 
duration. The necessary protection is provided by valves which normally incorporate brass, copper 
a ceramic coating which eliminates the high risk or stainless steel gates. ]in a high-temperature en 
of frictional binding and poor reliability during vironment of 4000' to 5000°F, these gates need 
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replacement after each closure, but with a ceramic 
coatrng they last for long periods and are then 
easlly replaced. 
renewable base insert of copper is used, which 
1s coated with a thin layer of aluminum oxide 
ceramic on the surface that comes into contact 
wath thc gate. The ceramic coating is accomplished 
by sprayrng an alumina preparation (activated, 
powdered catalyst AL-0102P-98% Al,O,) to a depth 
of approx~rnately 0.008 inch. The coating is then 
ground down to 0.005 inch and the insert positioned 
w ~ t h  the aluminum oxide surface facing that of a 
copper gate in the valve. The thin film of aluminum 
oxid< ceramic has negligible effects on the heat 
sank characteristics of the copper base and gate, yet 
prevents "welding" of the surfaces during the slid- 
lssg actlon sn five-millisecond valve closures at tem- 
per abures as high as 5000" F. 
Because the thin ceramic coating is highly re- 
s~seant o cracking or chipping, it requires replace- 
men? only after it deteriorates from ablation. Re- 
- 
Gate(Copper) Thin Layer 
of Aluminum Oxide 
Ceramic 
Base Insert 
(Copper) 
placement of the coating is simple. The base insert 
is removed from the valve and resurfaced with 
aluminum oxide after the worn-out surface has been 
ground away. 
Source: Abraham Brass 
Ames Research Center 
(ARC-90023) 
Circle 5 on Readers' Service Card. 
Section 4. Safety Valves 
SELF-ACTUATING, DOUBLE-ACTION VALVE 
The self-actuation, double-acting check valve 
shown In the figure is, in effect, a servo system op- 
eratrng on a pressure differential. In the event of 
pump fa~lure the valve provides continuing fluid 
flow through a redundant system. This disclosure 
has ob.clous applications in any industrial area 
where total operating reliability with fluids (gas or 
31quld) can provide continuity of action in the event 
of pump falure. 
The valve features a spool located in a cylindrical 
chamber Two parallel outlet ports are so spaced 
that  rno vement of the spool can close only one port 
at a time The valve body also includes a pair of 
opposed feedback channels and an inlet port lead- 
sng from the system load. 
When pump A is operating, low pressure develops S ~ O O '  
along the lnlet line and high pressure in the outlet 
and through the load and return line. Low pressure 
also develops along the feedback line of pump A. 
Snrice pump B is not operating, back pressure is ap- 
phed through its outlet line from the outlet of pump 
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A. Nigh pressure also builds up on the inlet line 
of pump B which is reflected into the right-side 
feedback line and the spool chamber. The pressure 
differential on opposite ends of the spool chamber 
keeps the spool to the left. 
Failure of pump A causes a pressure switch cir- 
cuit (not shown) to sense reduced output. The switch 
thereupon starts pump B and a reverse process be- 
gins. Since a pressure differential develops with 
either pump operating, the loop contalnrng the in- 
operative pump automatically closes, avoleiing a 
fluid short circuit. 
Source: I9.M Wrrgbt of 
Internat~onal Bus~ne\s Mdchlr~ei Corp 
under contrsct to 
Marshall Space FlighKenter 
(MFS-13335) 
No further doczi~?le~itatlo~r r r a varlable 
SHUTTER VALVE 
A shutter valve has been designed which offers 
promising industrial applications in practically all 
fields where air- and fluid-circulating systems are 
used. Several advantages are claimed, including 
rapid operation for size; compactness; simplicity 
of control; sealing in various sized containers de- 
pending on component design; and an operating 
temperature range from -10°F to +lOOO°F. An 
added advantage is that in the event of control 
failure the valve will operate on backflow. 
This valve consists of a series of blades mounted 
vertically on shafts. The shafts rotate by means of 
a clevis, link-and-pushrod assembly. The pushrod 
is moved horizontally by a single-action, gas-driven 
cylinder. Gas is supplied from a storage accumula- 
tor and released via an explosive valve. An elec- 
trical signal operates the valve. On release of gas, 
the pushrod is accelerated rapidly to close the valve 
in 0.065 second. If the force were constantly ap- 
plied, it would damage the blade assemblies A by- 
draulic shock absorber is therefore used to decei- 
erate the system within a short distance. The blades 
seat against asbestos seals mounted on the shafts 
and gasket retainers to keep leakage at a rnmnlmurn 
The valve is reopened by a small, manually cc?n- 
trolled gas cylinder. The entire assembljr 1s en- 
cased in a box-like steel structure in which are 
mounted various seals and bearings capable of 
withstanding high vacuum at a temperature of  
1000" F for its designed 20-minute period of opea a- 
tion. 
Source: N. Rothmayer, C. Kastncr, J r  . 
L. Burton, and H Sassong of 
Tli~okol Cheli?ac 1 1  C orp 
under contr acf 10 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
(MSC-91159) 
nlo f~rrtller doczi~ue/rtatro~i i r  avarlable 
VARIABLE-PRESSURE ORIFICE FOR HY- 
DRAULIC CONTROL VALVE 
The design of a hydraulic valve with a variable Pressure o u t  
pressure orifice makes it possible to impact two 
large bodies without jarring shock. Such an im- 
pact presents at least one major problem related 
to the controlled release of energy. The subject dis- 
closure, therefore, has a wide potential of applica- 
bility in heavy industry where shock is generated 
by the release of pressure. Shock inevitably short- 
ens the life of the impacting components. Stamping 
mills and earthmoving equipment are prime ex- 
amples. 
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The basrc principle upon which this device op- 
erates 1s that the area of exit porting to the control 
ilusd IS d~rectly proportional to the area of the 
psesskire head acting upon the fluid. Previously, hy- 
draui c valves of various types have been tried, 
a?mg wrtk the use of tapered shafts mating with 
anath~.necl port exits. None of these has met the 
bac;ic requirement of smooth contact. 
Featured in the present disclosure is a hollow 
shaft ~11th 42 or more orifices located along its wall 
W!IICF is lap-fitted to a mating sleeve, as shown in 
the figen~c The closed end of the sleeve is attached 
to a spring-loaded receiver with large exit ports 
Leacing to a sump of ample dimensions. When the 
inlet pressure builds up in the shaft, it is forced 
foravard in its sleeve as the tension of a restrain- 
ing spring is overcome. Movement of the hollow 
shaft in the sleeve opens an increasing number of 
orifices to the exit ports. In this way, high pres- 
sures are smoothly controlled, and conversely, a 
limited flow occurs at low pressures. 
Source: Robert L. Ammerman of 
North American Rockwell Corp. 
under contract to 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
(MSC-11323) 
Title to this invention has been waived under the 
provisions of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Act [42 U.S.C. 2457 ( f ) ]  to North American Rock- 
well Corp., 12214 Lakewood Blvd., Douney, 
California 9024 1 .  
Noj~ir ther  doc~o?~e/rtcrtioi~ s a a~~ilable.  
- 
SOLENOID-OPERATED VALVE HAS NO SEALS 
A solenold-operated valve which needs no seal 
f1.11~ an ~rnportant commercial need in the petrole- 
um. chemical, plastics, electronics, and automo- 
brle ~ndustnes. 
Tne attendant hazards of a valve seal, brought on 
by lemperatures, pressures and the nature of the 
flunds zn j~hich the valve may operate, have been re- 
solved 
An ene~glzed solenoid, as shown in the figure, 
iilfts the ball off the valve seat and allows pressure 
to flow through. When the solenoid is de-energized Source: Murl L. Dozotell of 
n e , whzn current is cut off, the inlet pressure North American Rockwell Corp. 
f a c e s  the ball against the seat to stop the flow- under contract to 
through oS the valve. Since no valve seals are re- Marshall Space Flight Center 
qur red, the seal-medium compatibility problem is (MFS-92006) 
eism~rlated N o  further d o ~ i i i ~ ~ t ' / ~ t n t i o i ~  1 5  available 
CLOSURE SENSING DEVICE 
l'hls devace indicates whether a poppet valve lo- 
cated in a remote area is completely closed. The 
cpenrag m a y  be one intended for fluids, solids, or 
gases. Industrially, the device provides a safety 
f e a t ~ r e  lor ensuring the closure of a specific open- 
ing &emote sensing, however, will not function if 
a r  i ~ ~ s t r ~ ~ . e i o ~  occurs between the plug and the seat 
of tM~e x~aliie. This improvement permits a higher 
eonfideryce rate in poppet seating. It consists of two 
contact switches that will complete a circuit and 
transmit a signal only when the poppet is seated. 
An overtravel coil or special spring is positioned 
between the upper drive stem and the lower body 
stem (see fig.). A limit switch is adjusted to close 
when the plug is almost touching the seat. The over- 
travel switch, in series with the limit switch, closes 
when adequate pressure is exerted between the seat 
and the plug. The light will go on only if both 
SAFETY VALVES 
Drive Stem 
Belleville Spring / 
Overtravel 
Limit Switch-Set tooperate 
at 1 /16 Inch or LessOff Seat. 
switihes are closed. If an obstruction exists be- 
tween the plug and the seal, the limit switch will 
not make contact, even though the overtravel switch 
is closed. 
Another method (not illustrated) is to r d c e  the 
seat in two sections so that the seetrn:g-kurface 
piece is free to move up and down sltg~ltiy In rcja- 
tion to the stationary threaded portion A stram 
gage is imbedded in a compressible mate1 ial an this 
recess. The change in reading of the stram gage 
caused by the pressure of the plug forcang the two 
segments of the seat together is used as the sigraai 
of closure. The signal may be amplified to operate 
lights or audible devices. 
Source: Chesr er S Beard of 
North American Rock.iveXI Cerp 
under contract to 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
(h4'FS-9;?03&) 
Circle 6 on Reader's Service Card. 
VACUUM PREVENTION VALVE DESIGN 
This modified breather valve is designed to pro- 
tect the structural integrity of a piece of equipment 
from damage where internal pressure drops below 
that of the atmosphere. It  should therefore prove 
useful in averting negative pressure buildup inside 
a tank, for instance, (with resultant operational 
breakdown) in case of a leakage caused by fracture 
or some other problem. The valve, which is lightly 
loaded at all times, closes automatically with an ap- 
plication of minimum purge pressure. It will not 
then reopen unless there is a loss of purge gas sup- 
ply and a resultant drop in pressure to nearly that 
of the atmosphere. 
The modification is extremely simple. It consists 
of replacing the compression spring in the breather 
valve with a light tension spring (see fig.). A nor- 
mally open condition is then achieved and the spring 
is so designed that only a tank pressure flow will 
Before Mod~f~ca t~on  After Modifr:a'ioi~ 
close the valve. Conversely, an internal pa L -5, iure 
drop will open it, regardless of the cause. \V thln 
the limits of capability of the valve, therefore, the 
result is free breathing in either direction wxth the 
advantage of a one-way automatic control 
Source: Lowell Slsson of 
North American Rockn ell Corp. 
Marshall Space FErght Center 
(hdFS-9iiib15) 
Circle 7 on Reader's Service Card. 
TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVE VALVE USES THERMOSTATIC PRINCIPLE 
AS A SAFETY MEASURE 
A valve has been designed which can regulate the Industrially, one of the prime functioias of sach a 
flow of a fluid over a wide temperature range while valve would be to protect sensitive equipment to 
dispensing entirely with mechanical means. Ap- which it was connected, by setting a definite tern- 
plicalion of a thermostatic principle enables the perature ceiling on the fluid passing through The 
task to be performed effectively and simply. valve is made up of an upper and lower housing 
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(see fig ), wiih the upper housing containing a cavity 
whsle the lower housing contains ~ n l e t  and outlet 
ports 
Dlvndlng the two housings is a thin, lightweight 
diaphragm which, at the same time, seals off 
temperature sensitive material in the upper hous- 
ing cawty. Sllicone rubber makes a highly suitable 
temperature-sensitive material that has the ability 
to expand or contract in a predetermined manner, 
in response to temperature changes. 
The thermostatic action of the valve comes into 
operation when the incoming fluid, passing through 
the inlet port, causes the temperature-sensitive 
rnaterral to contract or expand. In turn, the dia- 
phragm moves up or down, either opening or re- 
Upperchamber 
Temperature-Sensitive \ Diap!ragm 
/ Lower Chamber Lower Housing 
Inlet Port 
stricting the passage between the inlet and outlet 
ports. 
Source: Marshall B. Gram of 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
under contract to 
NASA Pasadena Office 
(NPO-10186) 
Circle 8 on Reader's Service Card. 
SOFT-SEAL SAFETY VALVE FOR HAZARDOUS FLUIDS 
An improved valve assembly which includes a 
plug to block bulk flow and a soft-seal outer seat 
appears lo have solved the problem of handling cor- 
rosnve and other hazardous fluids. The seat effects 
zero-leak stoppage. 
The valve ws made up of a seat group and a trim 
group (see fig.). The (hemispherical) plug is lo- 
cated In the trim group, together with a loading 
sprrng wh~ch  engages the plug rod and a stainless 
steei, circular shutoff cap with a relatively sharp 
edge 
The seat group consists of an inner stainless steel 
seat openlng into a bellows flow passage shaped to 
receave the hemispherical plug, plus a soft-seal 
circular seat. The stainless steel shutoff cap fits 
nato this seat 
During operation, the fluid flow is directed past 
the trilfi group, through the stainless steel seat apd 
bellows flow passage to the seat group exhaust port. 
As the trnm group moves forward, the spring- 
Ioacied hemispherical plug contacts the stainless 
steel seat and shuts off the bulk of the fluid flow. 
Coritlnued forward movement of the trim group 
brnngs the stainless steel shutoff cap into contact 
wnth the soft-seal circular seat, completely closing 
the valve. Fluid trapped between the shutoff cap 
and hemispherical plug gradually gasifies and vents 
to rbe downstream side of the valve assembly 
through the rough seal formed between plug and 
stannless steel seat. 
The initaaheal (which permits downstream vent- 
Loading Spring/) 
Plug Rod ')Aj 
Hemispherical Plug 
Loading Spriqg 
Soft-Seal Seat 
Bellows Flow Passage 
Seat Group 
ing) is accomplished by: 1) spring loading the inner 
seat; 2) designing the annular surface area of the 
inner seat with a larger surface than the cross- 
sectional area of the bellows flow passage. Down- 
stream venting of any fluid trapped in the bellows 
cavity takes place through vent holes drilled through 
the inner seat. 
Tests have shown that a number of soft-seal ma- 
terials are suitable for this valve. Tetrafluoroethy- 
lene is common to all these materials, but various 
metal fillers and even a glass filler can successfully 
be combined with it. When tested with liquid fluo- 
rine, this device is acceptable at flow rates of 2 pps 
with inlet pressures to 97 psi absolute. 
Source: Lewis Research Center 
(LEW-90275) 
Circle 9 on ReaderS Service Card. 
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INTEGRAL VALVE PROVIDES AUTOMATIC RELIEF AND REMOTE VENTING 
A dual mode integral valve package has been de- Flowcavity Welded Bellows 
signed that performs two important functions: 1) it 
provides automatic relief of a tank at a precise poppetposition 
over-pressure; and 2) it also provides remote con- Switches 
trol of tank venting. The valve is capable of offering 
fast relief response within a temperature range of 
-270" to +260°F at high pressure rise rates of 
up to 40 psilsec. 
- 
This equipment, because of its wide operational Inlet 
temperature range, offers great promise in a vari- 
ety of industrial uses, including petrochemical pro- 
cesses and refrigeration. Incorporated in an in- 
tegral package is an in-line pilot-operated, differ- 
ential area poppet valve with separate relief and 
vent operations. Automatic tank relief results from 
differential pressure conditions, while the applica- 
tion of control pressure provides rapid remote con- 
trol of the tank venting operation. Pilot Conzro~ller 
In the relief cycle (see fig.), as the tank pres- 
sure monitored at  the sensing port exceeds the pre- 
set calibration pressure of the bias bellows, the Controllervent Sensing Pon 
pilot plunger strokes the ball off its seat.  hi^ ac- piston) feature is provided. Full open or full closed 
tion relieves pressure in the poppet cavity and dis- flow poppet position indicator switches permit re- 
sipates it in the atmosphere. the ball closes off mote monitoring of the valve operation, with the fol- 
supply pressure, the poppet cavity bleeds down lowing vent response times: full open time of 0.4 
rapidly. The unbalanced force caused by differential SeC maximum at 44 psig system Pressure with a 
pressure between the flow and poppet cavities temperature range of T200°F. closing time of 0.5 
moves the flow poppet to an open position, thus pro- SeC nominal, or 1.0 sec at  -270°F. The internal 
viding tank relief. A reverse process closes the leakage rate (across all dynamic seals) is less than 
flow poppet as sensing pressure is decreased by 50 standard cubic inches per minute of  helium be- 
the relief operation. tween -300°F and +260°F. External leakage rate 
During the vent operation, the flow poppet is (withhelium)iszer0at45psig. 
opened by the remote application of pressure to Source: R.F. Ciimore of 
the open control piston. The flow poppet is closed Cl-arysler Cosp. 
by mechanical spring force of the welded bellows under contract to 
when control pressure is applied. Marshall Space Flight Center 
Where faster or redundant valve closing is re- (MFS-l:2134) 
quired for the vent operation, a "force close" (gas No Jirrther doczrn~entatioi~ s available. 
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Section 5. Special Applications 
VOLUMETRIC MEASURING DEVICE 
The purpose of this device is to measure gas 1 
volurnc and the low-flow rates. It would therefore I 
I be useful in calibration and testing laboratories I 
and to ~ndustries manufacturing low-flow gas I I 
measurnng equipment. I 
A preasion bore glass tube is horizontally affixed I 
I 
to a ISacPtup plate (see fig.). Welded to each end of I 
I I 
the tube 1s a small glass bulb with two ports: the L----------------------i 
port an the nght end is a vent, while the port on the 
%eft end permits a reverse flow of gas to drive a 
mercury piston back into starting position. If the 
mercury piston is overdriven, it rolls into the glass 
bulb on the end of the tube. 
A three-way valve is mounted to the bench. This 
arrarrgemeat facilitates hooking up the instrument 
for cai~bratimg, venting, and gas flow measure- 
ment A metal scale is mounted adjacent to the tube. 
W ~ t h  "Ie fiow-measuring instrument to be cali- 
brated In its operating mode, the gas is directed 
through the instrument into the inlet port of the 
three-way valve. The valve is in vent position. After 
the flow to be measured is established, the valve is 
turned to the measuring position, directing the flow 
nnio I-he glass tube. Any suitable timing device can 
1 Gassource 
2 Control Valve 
3 Pressure Port 
4 Temperature Port 
5 Valvelnlet Port 
6 Valve Measure Port 
7 Valve By-Pass Port 
8 Valvevent Port 
9 Three Way Valve 
10 Tube Inlet Port 
11 Tube Pressure Port 
12 Precision GlassTube 
13 Mercury Piston 
14 Tube Vent Port 
15 Tube By-Pass Port 
16 Scale 
be used to time the piston movement throughout the 
volume to be measured. Given the volume, time, 
pressure, and temperature, the flow rate can be 
calculated. 
Source: T.U.B. Valdez of 
North American Rockwell Corp. 
under contract to 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
(MSC-91330) 
No Jilrthcr doc~o)le/ltatio/~ is ua*ailable. 
INDIRECT VALVE TIMING: A CONCEPT 
Arr improved conceptual approach to determine Control Manlfold 
nndirectly the rate of operation of a series of hy- 
draulhc valves appears to offer great potential. By 
provdang a means of recording pressure versus 
:ime and of indicating the actual motion of the 
valves, rhrs concept suggests new commercial ap- 
plrcall~ons in many areas where time-controlled, 
vahe-sequencing operations are required. Such 
areas rnciude the petrochemical, food processing 
and pharsfiaceritical industries. 
-rhc proposed new technology eliminates the 
usual position indicators and conduits. The re- 
quired parts are (1) a single pressure transducer 
at each control manifold (see Fig. 1) to produce in- 
div1d;laaf valve traces, and (2) centering springs in 
Timing 
Valve Orifice 
Actuator (TYP.) 
(Typ.1 
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the flow indicator which have spring rates unaf- 
fected by low Row or by valve motion due to leak- 
age. Using available lines for normal operation, 
the valve timing is accomplished during actual 
valve movement, when the pressure differential 
resulting from flow through the timing orifice 
causes the valve to move. Fluid flow is then 
ported into the manifold in series. A measurable 
pressure is thus created as a f~rnction of valve 
travel. The pressure transducer now has pressure 
level as a function of the Row indicators which 
have ported the fluid into the manifold. The slide 
valve senses flow in either direction, indicating 
either valve opening or closing as in Figure 2. 
Source: Lloyd E. Tomlinson of 
North American Rockwell Corp. 
under contract to 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MFS-18369) 
Circle 10 on Reader's Service Card. 
Flow Flow 
Indicator Control 
(TvP.) (TYP.) 
\ Csriierinc: 
Slidevalve Spr ing  
From Flow Ind~catoi From F om, nd'r2toI 
Figure 2 
DYNAMICALLY STABLE CHECK VALVE 
This concept of a poppet-type check valve design 
is intended to accommodate a wide flow range with- 
out the usual chatter problems at  low flow condi- 
tions. The figure relates to a proposed pressure 
isolation check valve with dynamically stable prop- 
erties, which should find ready use in pneumat- 
ically controlled heavy industrial equipment, earth 
moving equipment, and metal forming presses. 
Given line contact between the poppet and its seat, 
the seating circle is defined by the indicated seat- 
ing ring diameter. Acting against the poppet in its 
opening direction are internal pressures indicated 
by A and B. Internal pressures acting in the closing 
direction of the valve may be noted at C, D and E. 
A helical spring with a predetermined installed load 
and spring rate applies a closing bias force. The 
spring installed load divided by the poppet seating 
circle cross-section area is equal to 10 psi. 
Assuming outlet pressures at H and 1 are equal, 
when these outlet pressures drop more than 10 psi 
below inlet pressure, the poppet unseats, permit- 
ting gas flow through the check valve. As the poppet 
unseats, annular clearance around its circumfer- 
ence presents a flow restriction. This reduces 
sharply at about one half the poppet stroke. The re- 
striction results in an internal pressure at 9 which 
FOR WIDE FLOW RANGE: A CONCEPT 
Our HeI~ca l  
Ssr ing  
A -+ I* 
is greaterthan C under flow condrerons. A h ,  the pop- 
pet cracks and flow begins, the resultasrt :inbalanced 
force exerted by pressure J become< a;r accelern- 
ting force in the opening directior, 
With the poppet fully strokea, ihc flirw area 
through the clearances between 11.12 poppee and p he 
seat and housing are between two anad three times 
the cross-section area of the inlet port At 11:is 
point, the major pressure drop is r r ~ m  111Bet pies- 
sure M to internal pressure A. 
Under flow conditions, when the pressure drop 
from inlet to outlet is slightly more than 90 psr, the 
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poppel opens, pressure A decreases below K, the 
pressure across the poppet drops below 10 psi, the 
popper closes and cyclic operation results. During 
each opening of the poppet, pressure B exerts an 
openang acceleration force which does not remain 
as a slgnlficant holding down force. This is due to 
the flow area transferring from the poppet to the 
inlet port Under flow conditions, the pressure drop 
horn 1n8et to outlet required for holding the poppet 
in ~ t s  iuily open position is greater than that re- 
qulred for cracking the poppet from its seat. Since 
there is no significant dynamic dampening of the 
poppet, cyclic operation will accompany any flow 
demand which can be satisfied with an overall pres- 
sure drop less than that required for a fully open 
poppet. 
Source: J.G. Absolom of 
North American Rockwell Corp. 
under contract to 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MFS- 14579) 
Circle 11 on Reader's Service Card. 
LOW POWER INPUT FLUID CONTROL CIRCUIT 
This dasclosure relates to a standard, commer- 
c~alSy r vailable electromagnetic relay that switches 
a Read amplifier. This amplifier, in turn, drives a 
spool valve whlch actuates a fluid control circuit. 
The bas-c idea is not new, but the fact that it can 
now be done with low level (as opposed to high 
power level) electrical signals is of considerable 
lrnportance slnce it greatly broadens the industrial 
value of this type of valve. 
In opera"son the relay contacts are replaced by 
nozzles connected to the control ports of a bistable 
flund jet arnpllfler. The spring loaded armature of 
the relay covers one nozzle (Figure 1) or the other 
(Fugure 2) as the relay is activated and deactivated. 
The fluid jet amplifier controls the spool of a me- 
chanucal valve handling relatively high volumes and 
flow rates. An important benefit is that the power 
requlsement for the electromagnetic relay is only 
10 rnifliwates, or 1000 times less than the 10 watts 
rzqulred by a solenoid in the same application. 
b-l Air 
Figure 1 
Supply Pneumatic 
Output 
\ 
1- 1 Air 
Figure2 
Source: Vern Gebben 
Lewis Research Center 
(LEW-90325) 
Circle 12 on Reader's Service Card. 
Section 6. Leakproof Designs 
PRESSURE-RESPONSIVE SEAL HANDLES STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADS 
A line pressure responsive double-acting seal pressures are transferred in random quantities. 
(see fig.) has been evolved for ported ball valves Conventional seals using fluid pressure are ef- 
which should solve the leakage problems en- fective on ported ball valves mainly under static 
countered by industry with existing equipment. It conditions. Single seals for operating under both 
should also be useful where fluids under varying static and dynamic conditions have used a sliding 
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seal between the valve housing outlet and ported 
ball. Here a spring loads the sealing ring against 
the ball. Under load, the effective pressure limit is 
directly related to the tensile strength of the 
spring. 
The top of the seal engages the ported ball at the 
outer circumference of the seal's upper end. The 
bottom of the seal seats on a flat circular land with 
a continuous wall, similar to a counterbore. The 
seal consists of plastic upper and lower rings 
bonded to the opposing lips of an inwardly projec- 
ting fold of metal. The fold serves two purposes: it 
forms an annular passage for free flow of fluid 
when the ball valve is in the port-open position; and 
it also acts as a spring to keep the seal surfaces in 
intimate contact with the ball and body land in the 
port-closed position. As pressure increases, the 
ball compresses the seal against the land and the 
soft plastic faces of the seal fill any irregularities 
in either ball or land. As pressure drops in the 
port-closed position, the metal fold acts as a spring 
and keeps the plastic rings in firm contact with ball 
and land. 
Ball 
Rotati~ 
Shaft 
Flow 
u 
- 
Ball 
Valve Upper 
Body Seal 
\ Lo"". 
Seal 
R~ng 
Seal in Ball valve Seal Configuration 
In this position the tension exerted by the metal 
fold on the plastic rings is directly propore~onal to 
the pressure of the fluid actingupon ~t 
Source: H.W Marsh of 
North American Rockwe 1 Gorp. 
under contract to 
Goddard Space Flight Cener 
(GSC -9044 1 )  
Circle 13 on Reader's Service Card. 
VALVE SEALING WITH MISALIGNED STEM 
A continuous and effective valve seal is provided 
by a conical valve plug, sealing against a recessed 
spherical valve seat. The effect of this device on 
industrial problems, aggravated in the past by 
repeated malfunctions, should be considerable. 
It formerly sufficed for the valve stem to be slightly 
out of alignment to cause a sealing problem, but 
thisis no longer the case. 
The subject improvement has the basic advantage 
of simplicity. A conical-walled valve plug (see 
fig.) which provides an effective sealing element 
is mounted on the end of a valve stem and held in 
position by a nut and washer. The cross section 
of this valve plug is shaped like a shallow cone. 
When the valve is closed, the circumference of 
the cone contacts the valve seat. Because the valve 
has a recessed seating face (formed like a sphere), 
it will seal effectively even though the stem may 
be out of axial alignment. Thus, the conical-walled 
valve plug is perpendicular to the tangent of the 
spherical seat at the point of contact, regardless 
of the position of the stem. The uniform diminish- 
ing thickness of the conical valve plug contributes 
Valve Seats Despite 
Sphericat Seat Misalignment 
to the sealing action. Many hundreds of opening 
and closing cycles are assured, while the design 
also allows the ultimate in mechanicaf advantage 
from forces applied to the valve. No deformation 
of the spherical valve seat or the conical plug face 
is possible, since the design eliminates unequal 
distribution of forces at the interface. 
Source: Harold W. Schmidt 
Lewis Research Center 
(LEW..90038) 
Circle 14 on Reader's Service Card. 
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ELASTIC SEAT VALVE 
A ball-and-pnntle valve has been developed, 
z n t ~ v ! ~  o; metal, with its seat relieved sufficiently 
to provsce :he needed elasticity during closure. 
By p ov~drng both tight conformity of the seat to  
Sall nrregula~lty and a scrubbing or wiping action 
which elammates minute particles, this valve offers 
a r ~ a t l y  enhanced reliability and efficiency from 
- 
ac rndustr~al siandpoint. 
Bail-and-pantle valves normally feature either 
a seas 38 ;r closure device made of a material- 
such as ~ a b b e r  or plastic-which deforms during 
eloijnre, LO prevent leakage. The drawback, however, 
1s !hat paslac components deteriorate under re- 
peztcd asc. 
The body of the new valve is machined with an 
dxaal,y a ~ n u l a r  channel (Fig. 1) surrounding the 
outlet passage. Phis channel effectively changes 
the passage Into a thin, tubular seat member. 
Surrocndmg the seat member is an annular backup 
rang wrth an rnsade diameter slightly greater than 
the eu:ernaJ diameter of the tubular seat and an 
a ~ ~ s ~ d c  cllarneter slightly less than that of the 
cbdnqci Thls rmg serves as a retainer around 
the 5'3 that it cannot expand beyond its elastic 
iipn~i: 201,ng valve closure. The tubular seat is 
Ball Member 
C 
act 
Valve Body 
Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 
spherically lapped so that upon contact, the ball 
closure elastically conforms to the ball surface 
and makes a radial land contact (Fig. 2). As the 
ball is driven further down, the tubular seat is 
forced radially outward (Fig. 3). At this point, the 
ball makes only a radial line contact, but this 
suffices for absolute closure. Between these two 
points, the scrubbing or wiping action removes 
any minute particles that might otherwise cause 
leakage. 
Source: W. IF. MacGlashanJr. of 
Caltech/JP& 
under contract to 
NASA Pasadena Office 
(NP0-90442) 
Circle 15 on Reader's Service Card. 
HERMETICALLY SEALED ELBOW ACTUATOR: A CONCEPT 
Irhe object of this concept is to provide for an 
elec-rical oi- hydraulic means of hermetically 
se?lrizg an angular or rotdry actuator over a range 
39 - 80" 
U:uaiiji, under hostile environments encountered 
9 4  s ~ a c e ,  ITI the ocean, or under strong chemical 
exposure, the endurance of dynamic seals is limited 
by tre rc4o~rv.e motion of bellows-type flexural 
mensloe-s 
Trhe a~bstrtutlon of metal enclosures (stainless 
steel .csel,ws) ns restricted by small deflection 
m h ~ e h  I~mtaets the angular changes of the actuator. 
T41~ COLICP~L, therefore, is to provide incremental 
flexures that will keep local deflector rates within 
Inrnlts 
AF ahown rn the figure, mechanical linkage al- 
laws complete enclosure of the actuator within 
herrrieilicail\/ sealed bellows. This arrangement 
can ?rodwe total angular deflection by incre- 
Bellows (Undeflected) 
Linear Drive M 
Drive Member 
(Undeflected) 
ments, within the capacity of the bellows. The 
angular multipliers I and 2 in the figure are guided 
by the blind actuator rods 3 and 4. The linear drive 
motor moves the linkage between arms 5 and 6. 
The motion rotates multiplier 1 over an angle X ,  
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compatible with the elasticity of the bellows. Blind 
actuator rod 3 cause\ angular rotation of multi- 
plier 2 over an additional angle of 8 ,  increasing 
the deflection (1. Blind actuator rod 4 rotates the 
driver member over the angle Y, which is then 
deflected relative to member 7 by the sum of the 
incremental deflection (i, 3 and Y, to a total de- 
flection E . 
The addition of angle multipliers to the joint 
provides deflections of more than * 180" in plane; 
or continuous spiral, rotation can be achieved by 
adding single mllltipliers to the joint, all of which 
are actuated by the linear motor. Deflect~nii rate 
between angular multipliers can be varied by ci~ang- 
ing the proportions of the blind actuators Even the 
curvature can be incrementally changed between 
angular multipliers to achieve desired geometry 
of the total bend. Movement of the drrve member 
also is possible while operating the actuator. 
Source: H. F. Wuer~che~- 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MI?%- 147 E 0) 
Circle 16 on Reader's Service Card. 
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